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Stay with Me

view in catalog
With economy of language and a taut emotional underlying, Ayobami Adebayo tells the parallel tales of
a young couple?s marriage, alongside Nigeria?s struggle for independence.
Told alternately by Yejide and herabout
husband,
StayAkin,
with Me
the book opens late in the story to a woman packing
her bags. She's done this many, many times before, but something?whether deep feelings or fear?has
always stopped her from making the trip to her southwestern Nigerian hometown of Ilesa, once the site
of a magical kingdom. Read more
Posted by Dory L. on October 31, 2017
Stay with Me
Family Relationships
Fiction
Multicultural
For the Love of Reading
Dory L.'s blog

Love, Africa

view in catalog
This memoir by a Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist will make you feel as though you have boarded a jet
and begun a new life.
Jeffrey Gettleman, nineteen-year old college student, wanders his way into East Africa, does community
about Love, Af
service work, and falls in love with the landscapes, people, swirl of languages, and colorful clothing
there. In fact, he eventually decides he must come back to live in the region, not just visit. Read more
Posted by Dory L. on October 19, 2017
Love, Africa: A Memoir of Romance, War, and Survival
Nonfiction
For the Love of Reading
Dory L.'s blog

Bleaker House: Chasing My Novel to the
End of the World

view in catalog
Say you've just finished your graduate degree in writing from Boston College, and a rich donor provides
you with funds to travel anywhere in the world. Where do you pick? Tahiti, Paris, Buenos Aires? For
British citizen Nell Stevens, it's none of the above. Instead, she chooses the remote Falklands Islands,
where South America meets Antarctica?in June, which is winter there.
In Stanley, the Falklands' capital, Nell researches the archives for her first novel, and also meets some
about
of
the less-than-friendly
Bleaker
House: Chasing
Falklanders
My Novelthere.
to theAfter
End aoffew
theweeks,
World Nell hops a plane for even more remote
Bleaker Island, about which a writer friend quips, ?Oh, you?re writing Bleaker House.? Read more
Posted by Dory L. on August 2, 2017
Bleaker House: Chasing My Novel to the End of the World
Adventure
Fiction
Memoir
For the Love of Reading
Information, Answers & Reviews
Dory L.'s blog

A Gentleman in Moscow

view in catalog
During the first half of the twentieth century, thousands of Russians suffered fates much worse than lifelong imprisonment. Joseph Stalin sent many artists, writers, and politicos to the Gulag?or killed them
outright.
This is the fictional story of Count Rostov,
about Aan
Gentleman
educated aristocrat
in Moscow
devoted to the literary arts, who found
after the first Russian Revolution that being a count was not only illegal, but dangerous. The Count
traveled to Paris, and unlike many of his contemporaries visiting abroad, decided to return home. But in
the 1920s, under Stalin's Article 58 banning counterrevolution, Rostov stood before a tribunal, and was
sentenced to permanent imprisonment at the luxury Metropol Hotel?for writing a poem that he never
wrote. Read more
Posted by Dory L. on July 19, 2017
A Gentleman in Moscow
Fiction
Friendship
Historical
For the Love of Reading
Information, Answers & Reviews
Dory L.'s blog

Pages

Between Them: Remembering My Parents

view in catalog
It's a life-changing experience in adulthood when you begin to see your mother and father as individuals,
separate from their parenting roles.
Richard Ford wrote a memoir of his father decades
about
ago,
Between
as well Them:
as one Remembering
of his mother, My
penned
Parents
more
recently. Now, in this joint memoir, he again remembers his parents, Parker and Edna, who both grew up
in Arkansas. Read more
Posted by Dory L. on July 10, 2017
Between Them: Remembering My Parents
Family Relationships
Memoir
For the Love of Reading
Information, Answers & Reviews
Dory L.'s blog

Exit West

view in catalog
Several books use the concept of a magical door to provide characters entry into other worlds, or to better
places in this one. Exit West, a timely novel about refugees by Man Booker Prize winner Mohsin Hamid,
employs this device?but because of the power of his plotting and beauty of his prose, it's highly
believable.
The novel begins when a young man,about
Saeed,
Exit
meets
West
Nadia in an adult evening class in an unnamed
country at some point in the near future. Civil war wracks the country; terrorists and militants roam the
streets. Read more
Posted by Dory L. on June 14, 2017
Exit West: A Novel
Fiction
Multicultural
For the Love of Reading
Information, Answers & Reviews
Dory L.'s blog
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